Sustaining Responsive Classroom Momentum Workshop

Maintain enthusiasm and focus throughout the school day and year

Sustaining momentum and maintaining consistency during times of change can be a challenge. Teachers may start off a school year or school day strong, but along the way their enthusiasm may lose steam. In this one-day workshop, learn how the Responsive Classroom approach can be your constant throughout the big and small changes your learning community experiences, including during especially challenging or tricky times. Deepen your understanding of current Responsive Classroom practices that support change and develop strategies to help both you and your students stay motivated and focused as you look to capitalize on the momentum of learning in your classroom.

Key Features

- Learn how to structure the school day with core practices like Morning Meeting, quiet time, and closing circle
- Discover how to build in opportunities for your class to pause, regroup, and recharge
- Explore developmentally appropriate strategies to help your class adapt to big and small changes midday and midyear

IMPORTANT DETAILS:
- Suitable for grades K–6
- Prerequisite: 4-day Responsive Classroom Elementary Core Course
- Resources included:
  - Sustaining Responsive Classroom Momentum Resource Book

A great informational class with excellent suggestions and resources.
– Jason, 2020 participant
Useful and inspiring.
– Kate, 2020 participant
Wonderful.
– Brittany, 2020 participant

Register at: www.responsiveclassroom.org/courses/one-day-workshops/